PTE-2 Handheld Calibrator - Module Adapter

“Available now, the Module Adapter allows users to connect HQS pressure and temperature modules to the new PTE-2 Hand Held Calibrator.”

Take advantage of the improved features and functions of the new PTE-2 handheld calibrator and continue to use your existing HQS modules which are compatible with the PTE-1.

Easy to install, no tools required. Simply insert the HQS module into the adapter, then, install the entire assembly into the base unit. One adapter can be used with all of your existing modules.

The adapter does not seal the module, therefore IP65 rating is not possible when using the adapter. In order to take advantage of the IP65 rating pressure and temperature modules must be updated with new housings and sealing. Modules used with the adapter are not considered to be intrinsically safe.

Part number 877D041-01